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·Abstract 
considerable attention from 
and.much of this history has p~aised 
Jacksonian Democratic 
Pennsylvania Jacksonians and their at-
and dis-
e:x:pand the franchise excluded 
convention of 1837-38, the 
a major role in passi_ng a constitutional 
voti_ng in that state e The debates and 
convention amen&nent revealed the exten-
dominated all parties involved: the Jack-
Duri~g these debates, the Jacksonians 
man as an equal to the white mane 
~rguments on Revolutionary War 
of ~egro voting as a necessary 
all parties ac~epted the social 
discu-ssion of the ~egro suff'rage 
John Fox of the Bucks County Court of 
- - -·-·-- - ..,._. - ··-- -·. •· - -
voti.ng was illegal .i The 
clearly resembled the logic used by the 
-
attacking the constitutionality of the Negro 
voti:ng patterns clearly indicated that 
beclouded only by racism in all 
Democrats viciously attacked Negro voting as 
The Whigs and Antimasons considered Negro 
violation of' the natural rights of' f'reedom and 
and achieved political 
-la-
I ' 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
su:r:rr.age in Pennsylvania duri.ng the "Age 
the classic constitutional contro-
r.ights o The debates, tirades and \,i-
of' N.egro rights revealed the 
~acia.l·prejudice in Pennsylvaniao The Keystone 
rights and an ac-
to withdraw. suffrage 
Although the period o:r 
debate, 1835-1838, was dominated by the bank-= 
The debates over black suffrage 
pri vil.eges of citizen-
to bear arms, freedom of peaceful 
. i•. 5°?Tfte i'C):tJ_owing .states disf'ranchised Negroes in the years men-·. . i;i.on.eq.: .-. ~ennsylvania 18:38, New Jersey 182·0, Connecticut 1818, Mary-. ~a:n.d 18p9~. I{e:p.tueky 1.799, Delaware 1792. Kirk Ha Porter, A History • .of S"llffi-~ge iin ·the :united States, ( Chic_ago, 1918) , po 90; Leon F & Lj__-t;JriEtc~~Northiof Slavery, (Chicago, 1961), po 750 
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on N.egro su:r:rr.age revealed much about ho,.; 
ante-bellum northern white communities .. 
examines the black suffrage question in Pennsylvania ; 
interest and most serious legal 
>Between 1835 and 1838 black voting habits!t growing 
increased racial prejudice stirred many 
call for the constitutional disfranchise-
age of twenty-one. 
areas dated&back to the 
a constitutional conven-
in May 1837, offered the 
and the opponents of black suf-
dormant in Pennsylvania until 1780 
Penn-
slave state and although a number o:r free 
.its boundaries, the typical black codes relegated 
positions of inferiority and degradation. 
N_egro had no political·· rights. He was barred 
person, restricted to special courts without 
a pass when traveling and harassed 
him for minor crimes which might re-
him to servitudeo But with the passage 
Pennsylvania Constitution of 1838, '' The 
·of History and Biography~ 1924, V .. 48, No .. 4, 
-3-
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gradual abolition o:r slaver-J" act in l 780, the old 
limitations on the right of' suffrage 
militia remainedc3 The written law 
races, but the social consciousness 
the future status of their 
signs that. gave hope to the blacks and their 
The late eighteenth century saw some people 
in the re--
In the constitu-
' 
' 
of 1790 the question of inserting the word 1'white" 
on a motion by Albert 
motion to imply that 
However, . the convention delegates most probably 
the pa;ym.ent of truces and 
·time, represented no threat to white control. 
in Pennsylvania, (New York, 1969), 
the Convention o • e to pro ose am.end .... 
- ,~-- ---- -- ------- -· -· . -~-----:-=-,· .. , ~--~--
indicated that election 
the constitution to allow f'or this extension of 
:from the poli-
consti tut ion o:r 
Political 
the new constitution and neither the 
felt politically challenged by 
' ch~ngeo Later in the l830's these forces o:r change 
of political insecurity which resulted in attacks 
The conditions which fos-
were not present in 
centuryo In addition the dedicated e:t'forts o:r 
this 
the abolition of slavery and the ex-
At the 1783 Philadelphia Yearly Meeting a 
Quakers were able to announce that all their 
to the di.sgust of many :fellow 
their form.er slaves for those many 
These Quakers then 
e:p.cour.aged others to do 
proceeded to 
l "k . 7 1 ew1.se. 
hire 
·Pennsylvania Colonial and Federal, (Phila- · 126-1270 
The First Emancipation, (Chic.ago, 1967) , 
-5=-
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of 1780, the sense of political secu:rity 
Quakers produce~ a general benevolence toward 
· But~ as Winthrop Jordan has pointed out, "The 
effectively the failure of white Americans to 
Philadelphians felt con1fortable with 
was short lived$ 
conditions 
The citizens did not wish to extend 
Political recognition 
of 1837-38 
was a country in transitiono Institutional 
rapidly and this left many peo~le 
Dramatic alterations in the population, 
of the United States further confused and 
sought touchstones of' stability on which 
when political, social and economic 
/Jordan, .White Over Black, (Baltimore, 1969), p. 578 . 
.America, (Homewood, Illinois, 1969), ---~~---~~---nGentlemen o:f Property and Standing, 11 
·--6-
forthcoming, the people lashed out at the most 
Often this scapegoat was the Negro for 
in societyo Pennsylvanians 
and sporadically struck dis-
during the 
· Between 1830 and 1840 the black popula~tion in 
si~nificantly. In Philadelphia it jumped 
an increase of 27%3ll This 
occasionall:y-
The economic panic of 1837 and the 
create~ greater anxieties and job competitionG 
.formed the background for social unrest which re-
attacks _against blacks and their supporters .. 
but 
in such attacks. During 
stabbed to death by an anti-
On every July 4th during the twenties 
from Independence Square~ 
In September 1824 over 
city officials who 
slave to jail. But most violence was directed 
-7-
.'' -·--::.·-: ::.-;\- -/_' _.-_"/·:·· . '._., .. ·.· 
-_ .... ~ - .... •, 
' .'" 
they could do was make a gallant defense, 
: In 1834 Philadelphia suf:fered from three days of 
A white mob roamed through the Negro ghetto, 
so1e1y because of their race, burning 
to flee the citye The violence spread 
state and in August a Columbia mob ravaged the 
citye In 1838 Philadelphia's new Pennsylvania 
the "free exchange of ideas, 0 was burned to 
housed antislavery meetings. Similarly in 
violence had become a common occurance 
of the ·is30· 's underscored the growing 
increase of racial prejudice arose a 
The inconsistenc~es 
haunted the YThi te 
that Winthrop Jordan 
clearly ~rgued, the step from guilt to increased 
As· whites justified their prejudice by 
d_egraded, · immoral and naturally inferior , 
soothed their consciences and reinforced their 
....•. · / ·.· .. · > .f2sam Bass . Warner The.Private City, (Philadelphia, 1968) , pp el25-' . . ·. · ... ·•·· .. ·. . .. . . ,< ' •. i ' ' . . . . . . . . ' .. · .· ·.. . . ' 
.. EJ..36;· T1lr:ner.~ 'I'he Negro, in• Pennsylvania,· pp o 160....;165; Richards, •. \;,UG~nt:L.eD.1.en. ~ ~.f Property . and . Standing'· n p e 33; Li twack, North of ·... SJ.a.very, .·iPP o• 100.-103 ;· ··· .. · J. Thomas Scharf!> History of Philadel;ehia, . (~h.d.Cl..a.cleJ..ph.ia., 1884), ppG 637-652; Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom~ ~~ ~3l{_.~:35; Giffen, "Violence in Philadelphia," pp. 383-386; DuBois, , Fl?liiladel.phia l\Tegro., pp 0 27-31. 
--8-
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Thus anti-
often ugly, >1vas not socially··or poli-
antipathy and the anti-Negro violence had 
thro~ghout · the country. .Antislavery and 
during the l830's and 
about the status o:r free 
The Jacksonian party, in 
assumed a pro-
South strengthened its laws against free 
nothern white communities b_egan to re-
Its geo-
convenient for both fugitive slaves a.nd 
The state had an already established black 
'Wheri. -more blacks b_egan to -enter the state in the 1830 's , 
-_ 14 alarmedo Duri~g the earlier thirties several 
to the state assembly to restrict Negro j:mmi-
Likewise, a movement for the dis~ranchise-
As anti-=-N.egro sentiments increased, 
577-579; William Stanton~ The 122-136. 
November ·. 8, 1837;; DuBois, ·Philadelphia Ne£o, 
pp. 25-27 ; Turner 5 The Negro in 
-9-
so~ght ways to strip blacks of their poli-
successful at arousing public animosity 
responsible for the constitutional dis-
.not·the only state which su:ffered f'rom intense 
·· .l\Tum.erous reports of riots and criminal at-
York City and Boston o .All northern 
attracted 
increasi!).g racial animositye The rise of the 
exemplified this growing antipathy 
a <1:egraded and disgusti.ng picture of 
inf'laming cur-
colonization rested on the 
that society should cleanse 
The ap-
and 
as the nineteenth cen~ 
against blacks for 
of Property. and Standing,"pp. 33-36; pp~ 30-39; Turner, The Negro in Pennsyl-
-10-
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- -------- ------
superiority. Any gesture which threatened this 
be· ~igorously smashede Antislavery and aboli-
position of authority but 
C 1 O a O .. O -P d • 1 7 o onization Society rein~orce it. 
represented a direct threat to the 
In 
of pro-N_egro sentiment was a challenge to the 
of Jacksonian .America... The de:fense o:f v-rhi te su-
of 1830 .American society 
to Negro r.ights and rein:forced 
the right to vote, became 
"democratic" citizens. By 1838, six 
constitutions to exclude blacks from voting 
allowed them to vote. New York shackled black 
requirement which virtually eliminated 
Even the states which maintained equal 
pressure for cha~ge or had so few blacks that 
gesture. As racial prejudice grew~ the 
-11-
and Stap.ding," p. 43-46; 
the United States, p. 90; Suffrage in the South," 1894)·, V. 9, Pe 677. 
1' ' 
a natural st.age on which to act out their 
and most voters played their parts ,~ell. 
the Civil War that the suffrage issue 
In the Maine constitutional convention of' 
Indians, who still lived in large numbers in .- . . 
·of the body politic which established the 
·. Thus Indians were excluded o But the blacks !') 
f'i.t perfectl:y in the same a.rguments, v1ere so 
convention del_egates could invoke high demo-
suffr_age to include 
of 1821 wrestled 'With the 
somewhat tainted solutiono 
rec_ognize the :political rights o:f blacks, the 
They found a satisfy-
suf:fr_age to the blacks , they shackled 
Suffrage in the United States, pp. 52 ...... 
' 
-12,ma 
------------~ 
I 
property qualification of $250. 20 Thus they 
principles by granting suffrage while facing 
by so restricting it that f'ew i:f any blacks 
last time before the Civil War that 
would be made toward granting political rights 
entered the uni~n with suf':fr_age limited to 
_age- of twenty-one o Indianans attempted 
calli~g for a l_egal prohibition against the 
Their attempt was unsuc-
similar results& Joseph Kitchell, an 
a_rgued that N_egro residents would 
With_ growi_ng opposition to the 
the exten-
politicians 
The frontier states were not about to grant 
pre-Civil War dayso 
convention o:r 1834, proponents 
argued that blacks deserved the vote because 
.····•· . g~.J"olih L· Stanley, "Majo:t'i ty Tyranny in Tocqueville' s America: · .'J'lle ~f3.i.11i~es iot Negro Su:f'frage in 1846," Political Science Quarte:rlx, ~Sep-j;~ber,.}969}i> v •. · 84, pp. 423..;25; Porter, A History of Su:f'frage .:tn. .".the .United >stat.es, pp c 62" 67 . 
Frontier Against Slavery, (Urbana, 
..... 13 ..... 
! ' 
I 
' 
' ' 
service and paid taxese It was noted that 
by white Americans prior to the Revolutionary 
reached e The 
but 
The final justifica-
resembled the argument used by 
the Indianso Since free persons 
never part of the political com-
government, then they 
No such privileges 
and it is sure that no one expected 
story was much the sameo Their convention, 
to enfranchise blacks by a vote 
same tendencies as the other 
the Indiana and Illinois sentiment~ 
at least it was firmly entrenchede 
Suffrage in the United States, pp.a 80-81. 
.. · .. ·. 
. 
............ ·. FoJ?misa.no, ''Attitudes to Colored Suffr_age, Mich_igan, Micliigan .. History5) forthcomi_ng G 
of the Negro was clear., Socially degraded, 
and politically im-
in "a political limbo that not only 
the opportunities of 
.-Pennsylvania was no exception to these trends 
b~tter th.an any other state, illustrated the systematic 
of the black mane This was not to say that the 
~ight back, but rather that 
wino The decade of the l830's showed how and 
this process .occurrede 
-15-
Chapter II 
Position on Negro Suf:fr_age 
18·30 's is genera] ly known as the ''Age of 
patro11:age, su:r:rr_age extension, public works 
the party in power. 
the news and poli-
In addition to these political 
to the voting r_ights of the black residents 
disfranchisement at the constitutional 
indicated that the Jacksonian party ,;.;as 
as great liberal re-
of Pennsylvania so as to limit the r_ights 
. political r_ights had been a matter of some 
thirties~ At a Philadelphia To-wn Meeting 
James Burden presented comments on the 
them of poli-
undoubtedly 
Comments.such as these, either :favoring 
_rights of free blacks were common in Phila-
stemmed from interpretations of the 
contained no special restric-
of free blackso However~ the omis-
the constitution did not establish a 
It was the recollec~ 
election in the last years o:f the e_ighteenth 
MrG Lewis and Mr .. Rawl, 
case 
They ruled unanimously that 
voter qualifications were en-
Unfortunately this decision 
such hearsay evidence was insufficient to 
The Keystone, 
· 1, . 1837 ; Pennsyl Va!'.!,ia, October 30, 1837 e 
V. 10, po 97. 
--17-
J, 
' ' 
I 
'; 
that blacks o~en exercised the right 
most .agreed that hundreds of blacks 
in Bucks County and to a 
The0exercise of' the franchise seemed to 
election officials. 
state, the elec-
prohibition of 
There were probably over 200 el.igible 
their disfranchisement was effected 
''In Philadelphia," he con-
associated with these per-
Constitution, 
a previous 
were never made on property owned by 
would not lo~g remain undecided~ 
ment of' Sentiment on Ne o Suf'fra e to 51; Turner, Negro in Pennsylvania, 9, p. 380. 
1841) e 
defeated Jacob Kachline by the slim margin of 
. Kachline, a Jacksonian Democrat, contested the 
nbetween thirty and forty votes were re-
~egroes ••• who, it is believed, have no 
The question o:f the legality of black 
court for a final determ.inationG 
County were not predis-
and await the court's decisiono They were in-
had so long tolerated black voting 
since·the Jacksonian stand on 
consideration and 
·. as would effectually check negro voting in 
and a subsequent one in December re~ 
publicity f'rom Jacksonian Democratic newspapers 
considerable interest in the issue of black poli-
emphatic in their belief 
whatsoevero Their memorial, 
•Reporter and Democratic Journal, January 26, 1838 .. 
. November 8, 1837·. 
-19-
.. ·. .. ... from. the. foundation of the province of' fenn~ylva.nia by William. Penn and his coadjutors, 
.the ~~grorace have always been considered and 
. -treatecl by our laws~ and the universal practice 
.. un<1.er. tliem, ~s . inferior in a political condi-
.. •·•. ·tion to the white, .......... never having been con--.• -·o._-_ ... · -: : __ -.. - ._- _ _. ·i ~--- · __ ._.· -_ . -
• • 
· · sidered o:r treated as a part of the pol1 ti cal >.community in whom the powers of Government was 
... . .v¢st~d, but as subordinate and absolutely sub-
. .. ~ec-1:; ~~ sue~ . dis~osi tion. as the whi t34 govern-< l'.llent m.ight make in relation to them. - . .. . 
--20-. 
ill.egal 
several Antimasonsa 
several years, they con-
and freemen have 
If~ as the Jack-
control of the county because 
they were becom.i_ng more 
limitation o 
heaped vituperation on the 
at vrh&t would become an im--
interest to the delegates 
I 
I • 
·.·'' 
' 
_,.--.--
-- _--..:_-.-.---.-_•a._~ -
---- . 
- • 
Pennsylvania -- repealing the principal 
· : p~ovisions relative to ·negroes , but not conferring· any addit.ional privileges or rec_ognizing Il:egroes as f'reemen, of' any part of <the ·.·.political community .... 
···· ·. tJr1der ·our interpretation of the cons ti--
. t:1-t.io~, no negro or6mulatto can be con-.. ·· .... sidered .· a freeman. 3 
one · of whether the_ gradual abolition o:r slavery 
grant-
to blacks or whether these rights had to be con-
.. The. Jacksonians took a strict constructionist 
noted that prior to 1780 blacks were specifi-
citizenship and the mere relief of some legal 
rightse 
actively seeking the dis-
and if this meant that they 
free blacks as wellj they were quite willing 
view would seem surprising in light of the 
extension, it was truly consistent 
.···· , with -thei:r position:: on. slavery and the views of their party leader, 
Indeed,this anti-suffrage position was not 
In Mic~igan, too, it was a Jacksonian majority 
pp. 155-159;: Dwight Lowell Mich~gan, 1961), Pe 201~ 
Although never made part of the 
Jacksonian position was clearly opposed to ex-
constructionist position was, at the instigation 
.themselves, to be settled in courto On 
opinion of the Court of Quarter Sessions 
• 
Fox·who ruled in :favo-r of the complaintant 
With this decision the blacks 
to vote but their right o:r citizenship 
Pennsylvania, extending back to the original 
William Penn~ no definition o:r "citizen'' or 
J11:dge Fox was forced to rely on an inter-
choose~ general assembly and 
These rights were intended for white 
men exclu-
charter, 
for 
these provisions were special laws for the 
~egroes~ These laws authorized 
Jacksonian·nemocracy, (New York, 
''Attitudes Toward Colored Suffrage , 
-22-
. I 
to pass j~dgements on blacks in cases where 
Thus, Fox argued, the 
never intended Negroes to have the same 
freemenG. On the basis of his inter-
the Pennsylvanians' founding fathers, 
r_ight of citizenship was limited to white men 
for. the. r_egulation of' free N_egroes were passed. 
such serious limitations on their actual freedom 
. ..\J-, 
. 
.Aitho.~gh Free N_egroes, and men that were free 
.from .the control of' any private master, yet .· ·. .. . I ·. . . 
. they .~ere an inferior and ~egraded animal, and:political slaves of' the actual Government. 
· · ?The. whites were. governed by one set o:f laws, 
. ·tp.ade by ·them.selves · and the negroes by another, 
. and. most severe code, made by their white 
. superiors o There was no equality in their political. or social condition Q • • It is thus plain that a Free Negro was not a freeman as 
·• .. ··... . i1t wa~ u.n~er~tood bY . the p:ovinci~ law 40 · ·.··.· m~ers ~ W1.111.am Penn and his associates. 
place in 
an 
constitution rendered a similar verdict: 
irresistable, that the 
or free, were not considered, free, or as having any 
-23-
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I ' 
.inalienable r.ights. Besides the freemen 
· .of the Commonweal th were directed ito be 
· -. trained. and armed in its defence,' and the trial by jury was secured to all - -:parties to that instrument, both of which 
• · · 'Wer~ {J:lconsistent w:i. th the law~ in f'orce 
-•- .fo:r the: government of Il:egroes. 1 
nor the constitution of 1776 le~ much hope 
Since no constitutional precedent existed 
political r.ights and~ on the contrary, 
exclusion of these persons, 
of both the Jacksonians 
these r.ights could be extended only by 
gradual abolition of slavery in Pennsylvania 
after its pass.age would be a slave for 
tried in a fashion other than that by 
This act also repealed all special laws 
·However~ as J11:dge Fox:. clearly 
did not.- give them .political rights nor did the 
power to do so when such.action would run con-
constitution of 1790 ex-
not. That constitution stated that 
every freeman of the age of 21 years 
These conditions implied 
-24....;. -
---------------~------
a citizen as well as a freemano As such, 
those officers who oveT-
those 
'Writers 
have been considered citizenso 42 
to include the federal constitution 
principles of the United States constitution and 
Eight of the thirteen 
to their black resi-
constitution provided that the citizens of one 
to· all the pri vil_eges extended to citizens of 
and.;··as Fox saw it, no slave-holding state would have 
:free 
were 
~gument for the exclusion or black citizen-
of the constitutional intent rested in the 
-25-
naturalization law passed on March 26, 1790e 
most explicite. It conrined the right 
. ''free white persons" only" Thus with all 
above, Judge Fox concluded: 
... :c_ ·:·.'._._' .·.,_:. ·._ .·' ,.' ·:·-<. / • ·. 
. . 
. 
·· · '. ,ooo .that the people o:f Pennsylvania who 
.. ,.· fratned the present Constitution (1790) 
·> were. /a political Comm.unity o:r white men excJ.usively, and that colored persons of 
·· .the.African 'blood, were not contemplated 
. by- tha.t Constitution o That the· latter 
·. b.a:ve not, and n·ever had, any chartered 
·· :>9r Constitutional rights but have always 
. been, and; still are' subject to such 
· ···. \l.aws as the sovereign power may make 
.... · ifor·. their Governme.nt • That power may 
. · .... · e1.evate the negro, if' it deem fitting, 
.··. to equality in political :power with it-
... · · self • G o .. It is not enough for us that ii >they have ·not yet done ·so o The· Consti-tutio~4o:t; 1790 . left them as it :round them... ·. ·. 
of Bucks 
law. 
Negroes were not citizens 
of the body politic at the time 
In addition, ''they (Negroes) were 
and inferior class of being GDC and had 
such as those who held the power and 
· to grant themo '' Taney substantiated 
-26-
and .American law and practice 
Clearly Fox's 
and obscure reasoning of a 
It was the product of the Jacksonian 
democratic. principles and N_egro disfranchise-
im~ortant for Pennsylvania, not be-
convention of 1837-1838~ 
entered the state in a 
situation, as slaves, they could not be elevated 
. except· thro_ugh law e This in fact occurred o 
slavery by lawe They were freed :from the old 
But how could they be freed from the denial 
a right, not the imposition o:f a 
explicitly granted the right of 
relieved from a special code which had 
C·o ·Hopkins~ Dred Scott's Case, (New York, 1967), Sitti_ng on the Supreme Court with Taney was a Pennsylvania l.a't(Y"eri, Rcib.ert C Gi Grier' and the relationship between Fox's decision' d-fit~f.a,Ila. the <Dred Scott· decision deserves more careful study and 
-27-
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i ) 
: 
In turn the blacks were never explicitly 
arms, the right of assembly or the right 
Judge Fox argued, 
legal right to vote? 
the language of Judge Fox's opinion: 
·. ,'E,:J.a~ the negroe race was then, and still is 
· ··· ... · a. ~egraded caste, and · inferior in rank to the white, cannot I think be doubted .. What 
·. · white man would not feel himself insulted 
·•· by a . serious · imputation that he was a 
· · .. neg:roe, and.who~ having believed himself t·o be of the white race, if he should be >f'ound, to be stro.ngly tainted with black l:>1ooa..; wouldnot feel and experience~ that h~ had fallen greatly in social scale? eoe . ' . . . . 
· ··. <Irito what·. depth of degradation would a 
, white f'emale, ·previously in the elevated ' . rariksof life, sink who should dare to 
· .. ·. o:ra.ve·•.PU,k6ic .feeling so far as to marry a :n.$gro '.? · 
. ' . ~. 
. 
to use l_ogic to support his opinion, he 
prejudice and the prejudice that was 
at the time. There was no legal logic that could 
franchise, but there existed such a 
that the laws were made to bend to it. 
first heard in July 1837 and then reversed 
In 
F.o.gg, a black man, William F.ogg, 
of ,9_uarter Sessions. 
-28-
I 
ii, 
of the general 
Fo_gg declared that he deserved the 
a·freeman twenty-one years old and having 
he was denied his r_ight at this election. 
no expression in the consti-
United States, nor in the constitution or 
which can 1egally be construed to prohibit 
exercising the rights 
· -However, Scott vs opinion was reversed by Judge C.. J .. 
testimony-of one Jam.es Gibson, a Philadelphia lawyer, 
in which the high court of 
ruled- _against the r_ight of Negro suffrage .. 
case was never reported and no record of' the 
forty-two years was 
court ruled that slavery was an 
constitution had to be interpreted 
pronounced that men 
to the elective :franchise .. n47 
not amenable to aiding the black man in 
political r.ights o Nor was racial 
courtroom .. The Pennsylvania courts had 
r_ight to the suffrage and had done so 
Concernin~ 
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\ 
i . 
assuming that Negroes could 
they were inferior to whites. 
County Jacksonians were not fully satisfied 
nor were other residents of the state. 
convention had been called in the election 
for the disfranchisement of' blacks be 
were received by that august body 
..• su:r:r~age was unavoidable. 
-30--. 
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Chapter III 
Constitutional Convention of 1837-38 
convention was the one arena in which l\Jegro 
could be achieved beyond any reasonable doubt and f 
prepared to use the convention for this purposee 
the Jacksonian opposition 
concer.ning the changing 
In addition the de-
.·.···•· ·b~-tiesc .• ~eve&led the . extent of racial prejudice in the political par-. ,. . .. . . 
. t~pre~rented Etnd the futile attempts to conciliate this preju-
·. Generally: those favoring the convention ~1ere 
. 
. 
. 
election of judges and a 
procedures, particularly as they re-
Generally the Jacksonian 
9, Po 357e 
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silent. More significant than the party 
the question of a convention aroused 
Thirty-eight thousand electors who 
contest did not bother to vote for 
on May 2, 1837, and although not 
it 
.. in 
The first order of business on 
amendment by Benja:mjn Martin, a 
from.the County of Philadelphia and also a mem ...... 
·. Martin moved that ''the r.ights of 
extend to others than free white maie 
this amendment~ by Martin's own admission, 
~q 
prejudice and the fears which this prejudice 
statist-ics presented in l.egislati ve journals, 
the increasi.ng number of black inhabitants 
in Pennsylvania in 1837," 
-32- .. 
jl 
I 
I 
· The increase of' colored inhabitants in 
,this State~ from the year 1790, is larger 
··. <in · proportion to the· members, than in the 
· whitce population .. The_ great increase o:f •. the colored population, the fact that it i.s··.·still increasing rapidly, and the cer-
. tainty that, after the adoption of the c9nstitution we are now making, the in-crease ,rill be still more rapid, consti-tute the.· reasons which induced me to o:t':fer ·. this amendment& 
residents, .Martin continued, should frighten 
it represented a threat to the peace and 
But even more distressing was the 
areas of Pennsylvania blacks were presently vot.ing .. 
were. allowed to continue, huge numbers of blacks 
. 
and be able to elect black 
certain areas of the city. 
with the vlhite 
f'oolhardy and ·dangerous to tolerate such a 
on race prejudice, tried to use an anthro-
The leading anthropologists of 
the N_egro was ''innately inferior and that 
· 
0 t uld d h t O h. · u 53 environmen co o muc o improve im .. 
The History of an Idea in America~ William Stanton, The.Leopard's S12ots, 
reference to these scientific observations 
in June of 1837 didn't generate the ex-
debates would(\\ Martin was supported by a 
John J. McCahen, who 
of Jacksonians in pro-
McCahen conceded 
allowed black suffr.age but that this 
state e Thus he would comply with the sentiment 
' 
:i.nterpreted it and vote :ror the amendment.55 
spoke _against the amendment and essen-
This was somewhat under-
not wish to raise another con-
so much to be resolved already". 
were held before the disputed Bucks 
aroused public sentiment ~gainst 
there must have b~en some amazement 
indication 
exclude blacks from the 
-34-
56 nays G Of the :forty-nine 
amendment, forty-three were Jacksonian 
No delegates from the city of 
Benja;mjn Martin feared an uprising of' black 
amendment e All Philadelphia delegates were 
. fi.fty--three were Antimasons and Whigs 
Democratse Three o:r the dissident Jack-
the state and from counties 
Twelve Whigs voted 
abstained, while the remaining 
be a party preferenceo It was a 
In turn, the Wh_igs and .Antimasons made 
Although this vote gave an in-
smfrage, 
The dis-
date & The debates 
Jacksonian position even clearer~ 
1838, the convention delegates turned 
·. of black . suffr_age" And as bef'ore ~ Benj a;mi n 
-35-
by proposing that the word "white'' be in-
those sections which governed 
But these debates were of greater im-
ones • William Darli.ngton, an Antimason 
new interest when he said that 
this bodjr which was of greater 
was supported by ne'W];)aper ac-
the importance of the black su:ffr_age ques--
1838·, the. Penns~l vanian., a Philadelphia 
is viewed "With 
was as great as the 
It is not surpris-
such interest. It treats 
discussion on the black suf-
noticeable in the comments of the 
· nTo hold out to them (N_egroes) social 
''or to incorporate them with ourselves 
of' franchise, is a violation of the 
bri_ng down upon them the resentment of' 
Pennsylvania 
In turn, the elevation of the black man 
~egradation · of the white man which would 
the races o Martin viewed any attempt to 
as a crime .against nature and its esta-
Such crimes were intolerable because they 
pr~gress of societyo 
as expressed in Martin's feeling 
contradiction to the natural and 
much of the Jacksonian rhetoric 
In The Jacksonian Persuasion, Marvin Meyers showed 
defense of the political, 
of the past as a basis for political 
stressed the bank question as the key, 
Blacks 
If blacks were elevated to political equality 
Jacksonian Persuasion:, (Stanford, 1957) !, 
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Negro's status in society would disturb the 
He called it a "degradation of the 
Martin was using a de-
values to attack black suffrage. 
of free 
shif"t vrould chal-
If positive action 
a "receptacle o:f 
the disadvantage of 
of living, and if 
jobs.62 Martin reasoned 
in turn, 
system" 
constantly 
But association with blacks had 
of such activity. 
"Wh~n we s.aw ladies· of the highest respec-
-_ Ltabi.1ftymet. in grave assembly, and passing 
~~solui,ipns in favor of what they called · 
. _--___ -:·)their coloured brothers and sisters, while, 
--38-
not be-
.. . . . . .... same time they would not associate 
.. or i.ntermarry with them, how could we be-
.. ·... . ii., J..ieve that .· they were in earnest when they , • ·., .. ··... ·. . .·. . . . I 
· · ·. \ talked as they did? If one of those 
.. ladies were likely to become the sister ' ' e>f'·a·colotired woman, would not any such attempt be frowned upon, in the most in--d.ignant manner by both sexes of her own race'? Of, if a brother o:r any o:r those ladies were to marry a coloured woman 5 
· · ·would they 6not be equally mortified and ind.i:gnant? 3 · 
s~ggested presumptions would have brought seething 
social taboos~ The 
that certain nre-
such activity was a 
codeso 
not the only del.egate to raise his voice 
John Sturdevant, a Jacksonian from Luzerne 
Harrisburg, denied that blacks 
r.::i.ghts of citizenship, either by the constitutions of 
Referri!l,g to the history o:r Pennsylvania and the in-
in a fashion quite similar to the opinion 
settled, to his o-wn satisfaction, that 
He was willing to con-
and to place them ''as 
the white, as this condition of their 
-39-
But of course it would not warrant political 
argued that ''it is not the desire of 
of suffr_age .. " Unfortunately there 
due to the fact that 
residentso Contrary to Sturdevant's 
effort to indicate their strong de~ 
Undoubtedly the efforts of the blacks were 
equal rights with a majority 
include the 1vomen and minors Q" 
.nor the minors had complained of their 
Such argu-
. 
they stirred no rebuttals and 
a defense of the 
Society had, for years, placed 
Sturdevant saw no reason to alter what 
••·•···••·· /b5 ···.··.·. i .• <.····· .ii· .. ·.· .. <.< .. ·.·· .. · .. · .... _··.·.·· ... ··· .· • 
. ·-.. · >., ,. 
_ Turn.f=:r--, Negro in Pennsylvania, p. 19. Turner listed an aJ most · .. ·. ·enq.:l..~Js.s .11µn:Lb~r iof· .. petitions and. documents · :from blacks o See also, Ap-..... e~l. .d.t·tFort Thousand Citizens,. Threatened wi:th Disfranchisement to .·th.'e>PeopJ..e·, of ·Pennsylvania, Phi_la·delphia!)· 1838 .:· 
·•· ·· .. -t6a. ,.'·. ; .. ··-·.·•····>...·.-·.-... 
· 
· · · ·]?roceedings a.nd Debates, 'V. 9, pp 0 328-330. 
and.acceptable·procedureo Sturdevant favored 
$tariding by·. the institutions and i.deais :· . ,. ,· ' . .· established by our fathers of the revo-
. . ··_ ltition 0 · While , on the one hand!) he · \ .would. do all in his power to produce 
·.· union and harmony he must , on the other 
· hand,·· .. stand by those- institutions, 
which had. lo.ng been established, and 
· whicl). had been :productive of such -m-
· e:l{:am:pled happiness and prosperitya 
stating so, he implied, as a good Jacksonian 
slavery and did not wish to take any action 
Acceptance of the tr_adi tional life styles 
from 
traveling all 
suffr.age sentiment, he was convinced 
state ·are· for continui_ng this cormnonweal th 
a political community of white persons~" 
reasons 
of this policy while public sentiment 
ch~ngee 68 
.against black suffrage contained 
to traditional. state and :federal :policies, to 
-41-
and to established political and social 
historic 
foundation to_ guarantee their conduct o The Negro 
rel_igion varied from that of the whites because it 
To accept this dis-
a willi_ngness to adapt to changing 
few persons of the day could accepte This 
status.quo was reinforced by a trememdous and 
This racial prejudice was un-
the justi-
lay in a defense of the traditional values 
as a justification for excludi_ng black 
smash any constitution 
claimed. The opponents 
to be responsive to 
if' they were honest men, they could do 
the ~egro claims.69 The Jacksonian press 
of public sentiment.. The Pennsylvan~an 
least tolerably sure that nine-tenths 
392; v. 10,·p. 25. 
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are opposed t~ granting equal poli-
70 racee'' And so it ran., The Jack-
unpopularity of suffrage extension 
advant_age of constantly re:ferring to 
realized that public opinion was responsible 
The so-
a .moral prohibition _against associati_ng with 
' Granted, 'there were many eco-
b1acks but their success was· confined by rigid 
challe_nge these barriers by per.mitting Negro 
and also an at-
of that societyQ It was considered 
marry a black or for a white to associate 
The Jacksonians supported these moral pro~ 
translati_ng them into politic al actj.on, in this case, 
'While usi~g social attitudes as 
action, they were coincidentally re-
While fighti_ng suf:fr_age extension on 
societal values, the Jacksonians 
racial prejudice, and in turn, reinforced 
1838. See also Harrisburg and The Keystone, November 85 1837. 
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justifications of their actions, as de-
the hard political real.i-
Nationally they were a party of both 
alliance between the "old 
York Democrats gave the 
To aid-black suffrage would weaken 
Brown, a Philadelphia merchant and Jack-
the convention, -reminded the convention not to 
of defiance to the southern states," 
that lay.in our power to quiet the apprehen-
_ the mad schemes and conduct of' northern abo-
· Brown cautioned that any 
must be reconciled with its material 
then United States Senator, counseled 
P-ennsylvania _ Jacksonians showed sensitivity 
and did not wish to see their relation-
one del.egate def'ended the fran-
because he feared that black suffrage 
"The Jacksonian Pro-Slavery Party," 
on Jacksonian Parties and 
i ~~~~C>C~ed.:ttigs •alld Debates 3. V. 9 ~ p. 392 • 
R. McClintock, January 13, 1838. 
colonization movemento 
they exposed the desire to 
or any black-related problem by ridding 
population altogethero In addition, as 
the anti-
For some,colonization represented 
of society and black 
a variety of arguments in favor of 
underlying force which transcended 
.Although most dele-
defended the contem-
degraded, inferior 
l_egal and social precedents 
to- their lower position in society~ This 
1) e 69..-70 o 
·> 
the·Jacksonians were above presenting the con-
inferiority but rather that they 
on a defense of' the established political, 
Blacks threatened the 
The Jacksonians contended that to elevate 
of' the 
side of'.· the convention floor sat a coalition of' ,. 
From these delegates came 
While the Jacksonians argued 
Coalition took a more idealistic and 
They believed that unless explicitly 
government ex ..... 
County, 
based on :first 
States these were the 
The founders of Pennsylvania, 
principles, wrote two constitutions, neither 
clause would be a departure from the inten-
. ''To adopt the proposed measure would be a 
-46-
~. 
. 
. 
. 
. ··.. 
_,.·· ·_. 
. 
movement in,the march of :free government, it would be 
Once the foundation of 
e·stablished, honesty demanded that men remain con-
amendment to exclude blacks was not. 
. ' 
. 
. 
. 
I:E ·you make.· the · right of suffrage to depend.upon qualifications!) which every 
·. :man has an equal right and an equal 
> chance to acquire ·or to keep, it is all . . _:. : ... '-:..- .· . .. . ·'.. . 
·····•·. fair, or in the language of the consti-tution ielections ·are· free and equal .. 1 ' .. ·. ' .· '· . - -• 
· But to make the ·criterion of' a man's 
position would be unpopulai--, still de-
was inconsistent 
free of racial pre-
to admit that the people of colour, as they 
present depressed and uncultivated condition, 
But this attitude did 
was 
Maclay recognized that 
O'WD. choice, that they had 
332-333 .. 
slavery, subjected to white domina-
a vehicle to express their grievances 
Because whites held such a dominant 
obligation to ensure that justice be done. 
·he declared, nwhether men will be just or 
convinci_ng fashion, Maclay rebutted the 
If 
then the question of suffrage was a moot 
already.restricted to citizens only .. 
raisi?g the question initially the Jack-
the tone :for the defense of Negro rightso The 
principles as a justi= 
To support these principles they 
ques-
belie:r that 
liberal ideals that must be re-
of the banker Nicholas Biddle, 
suffr_age law would be inconsistent 
~48-
of the Declaration of Independenceo 
I) o··o he f.ound it difficult to reconcile h:i..S mind .. to the l~nguage that Vall men 
·a.re .. created-·free and equal~' with a 
. :restrictio_n ·.of the privil_eges of a 
. p~rticular. class of men, on account of' 
· ...•. th.~:Lr . complexion o He, also , found it 
equally difficult to reconcile his 
mind to the preamble of the constitution 
. _. ·o:r.;i.776, which declared that they had 
· ··._.····· .. ··. ·_ to.et ex.pressly for the purpose of fra:roj ng . .: . . . . .. . . 
···-~>government .. for the freemen of the 
· commonwealth of Pennsylvania, without 
> i_ part:i..ali~y for, · or prejudice _against, 
· · .. ··. any particular class 07'7 
state .the right to determine who should be a 
and who should have the right to vote .. There 
the exclusion of Negro voters in the United 
.constitution and.there was no contradiction of the basic 
Pennsylvania proposed to in-
objectedo 
their interpretation of the high principles 
the Coalition Party tied the issue of suf-
of the black residents of Pennsylvania were 
appeasing the southern 
Pennsylvania had abolished slavery in 1780 
-49-
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to determine its 01-m suffrage 
South was clouding the issue 
A denial of 
de-
states o 
an ''abominable, immoral" doctrine 5 "utterly 
f'eeli_ngs of the whole com:muni ty .. u80 
in which they did not believe, Penn-
to deprive members of their community 
:pounding away at the Jacksonian argu-
They filled the air with 
of ~egro political rights with this 
del_egates had a_ greater :rear of' · :free blacks 
They argued that the Jacksonian Demo-
politicians and the attempt to 
another example of northern sub-
in that party G> This argument stirred 
-50-
was overshadowed by the 
little effect on the 
problem of how 
In limiting 
one defines "white." 
What standard of 
But here the Jacksonians 
and.· rely on the judgment of the elec-
convince other delegates 
own lack of conviction. 
def.ended black . suf'f'r_age openly admj tted their 
portion of the population o With growing 
second introduction of Martin's amendment, 
del_egates would abandon the party position 
Particularly important were 
who not only voted :for the amendment, but 
The fifteen Whigs had supplied much 
of the speeches of the Coalition. A 
from Chester in 
and three Whigs f'inally voted in favor 
influential pact only encour_aged the 
convincing'. party position .. 
of the dissident Wh_igs from Philadel:phia 
risi.ng as a result of the depression of' 
Coalition position 
colleagues .. Since 
social intercourse 
the habit in the state , '' 
suffrage .. In turn, he had 
paten== 
In Meredith's 
appeals to prejudice and es~ 
party 
~-, . 
Only two of' the del_egates who 
line and seven from 
If there was any.demographic trend at all, 
districts in which blacks had previously 
-52-.· 
' [, 
Coalition members to oppose 
This made sense in view of the Jacksonian 
Coalition 
for their party 
The Jacksonians alluded to the fact that blacks 
them~ but the Coalition did not push for 
the overridi~g racial prejudice which ex-
as part of the public 
of the Coalition to align themselves 
The Coalition party carefully avoided 
In debate on the conven-
to a defense 
position 
They chose to support 
political principles of the 
Depicti.ng the Jacksonians as puppets of 
party's position on 
Essentially the Coali-
the Jacksonians never 
lost the final battle. 
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They were adamant in their 
and fair treatment. These several groups 
and their allies in the antislavery so-
The.Philadelphia Female Antislavery Society 
Likewise the Pennsylvania Abolitionist 
headed by Charles Tovmsend to attend the 
the 
.. 
0 1 t O 85 ·s1m1. ar ac 1.on. These groups were con-
for black suf:fr.age , but they carried very 
They were successful at getting 
convention but most of these were 
restricted the publication 
documents. The influence o:f these societies 
.... 
3 ash:tia.<1e1. h:ia Ee:male . Antislave soCiet Minutes, (Philadelphia, ·. ~~~.32£1$83§· ; ~ennsylv-a.nia Abolitionist Society Minutes, (Philadelphia, 1.8~'7)., ])e~eT11ber i2, 1837; .· . Junior Antislave Societ of Philadel; hia, ·.·····.•··.···.· ... Minutes,· ~~~hiJ.c:1,d.~:J..phia, 183 -18 . ; Daus;hters of Africa 2 Minutes, (:~h.;i.l.a.d.t:tpb.ia..~ 1822-1838) . All of these records can be formd at . theH1.storica.l.pociety of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. 
abolitionists and antislavery 
Although no legal action had been 
harrassed by private citizens 
There was some aues-
-
or hindered the cause for black 
since the 
strong demands 
spent long 
in their or-
declared that 
acquisition of civil and religious 
The society settled the question by 
it was not their "object, 
between colored and white 
appeared to have permeated all levels 
_________ ..... C_it.....,.Y_-~ pp • 130....;131.; Richards, ''Gentlemen pp o 3-10 ; Tur"ner, 
1836-1846 .. 
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press was one other platform for expression 
But generally speaking the news-
presented in the convention 
editorial comment directly 
The Coalition press tended to encourage 
In this way, they objected to many changes 
With the su:f-
major role, they 
statements about 
On the other hand, the Jack= 
of Negro privi-
they claimed that 
In comparison, the Coalition press, both 
the issue of black suffr_age just as 
press 
realistic attack on blacks and their 
Pennsylvania witnessed a lively political 
o:r suffr_age extension. .Altho_ugh these 
1838 ; Gettysburg. Star, 
January 22, 1838'e 
January 22, 1838e 
the larger issues of banking and 
than the specific question 
maintain the accepted so-
Negro and viewed the 
forcee The Coali-
of the Revo-
o:r equality and freedome The battle 1-vas 
society, its social attitudes and insti-
controlli~g forces in these 
The Jacksonians saw an unwillingness on 
to extend either political or social 
In consequence, 
between the 
The 
in Pennsyl va .. nia 
Their wea.kness 
reconcile their admitted racial preju-
of ~egro r_ights . 
this type of social political con--Jacksonian Era. See Meyers, Jacksonian 
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saw the question as a violation of' the rights 
The Jacksonians claimed that the people, having 
formed a government, had the right 
participate in it. The Coalition 
disfranchisement a violation of' the natural rights 
The rhetoric of the Jacksonians and the 
the populace proved most convincing. The 
Chapter IV 
on the Suf :fr.age .Amendment 
first considered Benjamjn Martin's amend~ 
to white :freemen only, in June 1837, there 1-ra>s 
in the question and,consequently,only limited 
Bucks County, increased abo-
~it:i.{·)ni·$"t .. activity in Philadelphia and growing Jacksonian cone ern, . ,!· ., . ,. . ; ; . . . . .• ··. . . . . . . 
and turned its attention to the convention 
Innumerable petitions against black suf-
·del_egates and this encouraged Martin to 
He did so on January 17, 18380 
-concerni~g both attempts at limiting suf'f'r_age were 
But the question of' party voting, 
such shifts have not yet 
The first attempt to ljmit suffrage in June 1837 
sixty-one nayso The 
purpose was passed by a vote of 
nays. Two factors were obvious 
del_egates voted on the second amendment 
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another twelve del.egates changed their origi-
comparison of' votes by :party is presented in Table (1) .. 91 
~eas 
43 
0 
1837 
Nays 
8 
41 
12 
61 
January 1838 
Yeas 
57 
17 
3 
77 
Nays 
3 
30 
ll 
1~4 
clear party preference in the June vote against 
Before the stro.ng public interest arose, the 
hold a fairly firm 
This gave them a victoryo They were aided 
these dissidents represented 
one from Philadelphia 
from 
popu-
vote. In the second vote all but two 
. in. Proceedings and Debates:, V. 3, p.. 91 
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the party line and the influence of 
Thomas 
Earle, · a Quaker, believed that the 
men the r~ght to participate in 
community had the right to de-
Earle was the intellectual leader 
for the 
for Life., which called for the democratization 
reduction of the Governor's term, the election 
peace and.the guarantee of more certain and 
He was an intellectual radical who posed no 
sensitivities. 
vicious in their attacks on his positiono 
displayed a 
Only three 
all but six o:r their sixty-six dele~ 
Given the frequency of absence at 
attendanceeo 
Party did not fa.re so wello 
vote on the early amendment, 
Part of this split can be 
of maintaining any alliance over a 
Po 97. 
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of debate on h_ighly controversial items.. Thaddeus 
supporters had pushed through 
This motion dis-
line in order to 
Likewise Stevens had supported a 
offices elected and again sev-
. Stevens, one of the major leaders of the Anti-
not participate in the black suffrage debates 
roll call vote o His absence during 
undoubtedly another factor attri-
was the most vocal 
At one point Meredith lashed into a 
on the character of' Thaddeus Stevens 
the discussion here, 
During the earlier 
·abstained ·from voti_ng~ but in January 
and.expended his full hour limit of dis-
other Whigs who 
disfranchisement with him to the Jack-
p.. 103 ; Roy Ho Agaki , ''The Penn-Pennsylvania Mag,azine of.History and 
! 
i 
and the delegation of' Philadelphia Whigs 
Charles Chauncey 5 Matthias ~T. 
PG Cope, William. M. Meredith, 
assumed 
With Stevens' 
split f'rom the party, it was not surprising 
unable to hold their members in line . As 
Antimasons as 1vell as 
the -Jacksonians, ten 
the earlier tally ( two del_egates voted 
the January ballot, and one June proponent 
absent in January, which accounts :for 
:four hundred black residents, women 
these cases it was clear that the vote 
a local political concern based on a large and 
In turn, if the blacks voted for 
little effect on the outcome, since 
of Antimasonry. The vote for black 
personal racial prejudice or 
Antimasons gave speeches 
question. But given the 
to admit their animosity toward the Negro 
These counties sent Jack-
representatives to the 
the amendments to the constitution and 
The German press was nmilitantly Jack-
conservative in social outlook.95 
counties followed the party line 
take a clear stand on the suf'f'rage 
These :fac .,.,a 
that at least the Germans were _agreeable to 
they encouraged the stand against blacks 
stand on both black rights and 
The Quakers actively sought political 
and they used their influence in the Coali-
that end O Their prevalence in the city of 
in Bucks County where the Jacksonian 
Pennsylvania Germ.ans, (Princeton, 
' 
leadership on this question, racial prejudice 
Stevens' absence from the de-
further weaken the Coalition's 
County~ Stevens' home 
the Jacksonians voted the firm 
on the issueo Black population 
De-
racial conflicts 
The Coalition 
Chester, both with large black popu-
while delegates from some western 
certain Antimasons 
on .. this particular iss-µe. A quick survey of 
indicated that these delgates were in the habit 
other questions. A look at 
no more light on their action 
The only reasonable explanation appeared 
leadership of the dissident Whigs and 
of Pennsyl-
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voti.ng b.egan, the Quakers effectively countered 
and Germans was clear because 
on the issue, it is extremely difficult to 
First, the 
and 
Second, the lack of a good 
to pinpoint blocks of ethnic 
field with the state of 
indeed shed. considerable light on the 
of the time. 
opposition to black 
status of the lower class white, there 
del.egates voted for this reason .. 
with a rural lower class concentra-
Other counties with similar popula-
e1ected Jacksonian delegates who favored dis-
does show 
on the dele-
rural lower class demand for black dis-
-66-
occupational breakdown of' the convention, 
..... 
·1 
Table ( 2) gives a party break.do'Wn 
Antimasons 
22 
19 
2 
3 
5 
-
1 
Whigs 
2 
8 
1 
-
2 
.... 
l 
1 
-
,. 
( 
preponderance of lawyers but 
that the majority of Whig dele-
The abundance of la,~ers ex-
couched in legal terms o Ass11mi ng 
positions of party leadership in 
districts, the similarity of occupations is notable. 
Containin the Rules of' the Convention Harrisb~g 5 1837)m Historical So-
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of the "Wh_igs , no one party appears to have drawn 
from·any economic groupo-
suffrage as part of an 
When the issue was first presented in 
the opposition camp 
But when public interest was aroused, 
Almost unanimous Jacksonian sup-
was the major factor in its successe 
solid Coalition backing 
pr_ogressed, the Coalition became 
hold a firm party line .. Conse ..... 
shifted their votes and as-
Class consciousness did not dominate 
prejudice and political maneuvering did. 
·=-68-
Chapter V 
Summary 
amendment to disfranchise the blacks passed in 
Negro political rights died down. 
generally compromise agreements were 
referendum., they became law by a 
of the new constitution 
In the arguments over adoption, 
attention to the cha.nge in suffr_age laws .. 
the new constitution as a step toward 
limited the Governor's appointive 
and Antimasons opposed the document as a retro--
:t'ounding 
apathetic and paid l±~tle atten ..... 
' 
Chronicle, 
Proceedings 
· October 6, 1838 o 
October l, 1838; Snyder, Jacksonian 
d·ecision to disfranchise the blacks effectively 
the matter o Neither party made any 
constitution because it stripped blacks 
With the exception of a few 
the satisfaction of 
Nej_ther the Whigs nor the Antimasons were willing to . . . 
rights even if some of their leaders 
conditiono Having won on the conven-
no need to wave the banner of dis-
to emphasize the "great democratic 
The apathy displayed toward the 
served to reemphasize the public distain for 
to deprive the. ~egroes of the political 
The party realized 
But in so doing,they 
to the blacks. 
state and by 
the isola-
By advocating the 
ofblacks, the Jacksonians pushed the accep-
By delineating the acts of 
-70-
blacks and prophesying more such acts, they en-
hatred that would haunt the 
to come. On August l, 1842, 
This attack began 
two o:r their 
and the Colored Presbyterian 
A grand jury- investigation blamed 
Another riot broke out in 1849 
Political disfranchisement, as some Jacksonians 
prejudices which pl.agued the 
the . style o:r the Jacksonian' s attack on the 
While playi.ng on the undercurrents of' racial 
in court!> in the convention and in their 
a disruptive force in society. 
tradi t·ional values and demanding that 
The Jacksonians viewed the blacks as 
to force their way into society .. This attempt 
· < . ifO'.:Lii:i.~'W!'l.6k, North of Slavery, pp. 97 -103 ; DuBois • The Phila-. d~]_ph:i.a :I\fegro ~ .pp.o 29--30, . 32·; Warner, The Private. City, pp. 138-141; l:raiV',o 13J?own, '.'Pennsylvania and the R_ights of the Negro, 1865-1887, n :Pe:nnsyl.vailia.Histocy, (January, 1961);) V. 28, pp. 45-49 .. 
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I, 
because if successful, it demanded an alteration of 
The Jacksonians opposed such a change. The v,Jhigs 
·on·the other hand, were willing to accept the 
This acceptance 
The Coalition argued 
such wer~ guaranteed, these rights under the 
Jacksonians refused to accept the Negro 
of society and,thereby,qualified for full con-
The Jacksonian attitude was representative of 
The Coalition was more percep-
··of their society and,therefore,could not be 
.played on the desires o:f the community and in 
The result was not only a perpetuation 
an ~ugmentation as well. 
stimulated the force of racism in 
it • B.igotry ~ as a :factor of 
and an increasing sense o:r white 
-72-
I 
,' 
existed in the state. It was these ideas 
and justification and the Jacksonians 
to the detriment of the Negro race .. 
the Jacksonians spoke of their egalitarian 
principles but in dealing with the Negro 
Pennsylvania was not the only 
man of 
Democrats were re-
102 the Negro.. The available evi-
Jacksonians never overtly ad-
.All along the western 
which excluded black 
of statehoode103 B.>,r 1840, over 90 per 
~egro population lived in states which 
most of which denied them the right 
the Jacksonian Democracy was the poli-
showed the stre_ngth of the Jacksonian 
of the 'Wh_igs and Antimasons as well .. 
p O 8. 
Slaveryo 
..... 73-
while wanting to support black suffrage 
votes for themselves~ failed to find a sue--
defended democratic principles without of-
Their opposition to the Jacksonians 
ineffectual. 
case substantiates several generalizations. 
stylee Second, ra-
most members of' 
responsible for its grovith and popularity 
the late l830's. 
-..... 74 .... 
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